
Party Options 
Basic Birthday Party 

$290 - Non-Members, $265 - Members 

 Up to 20 Guests (Adults & Youth) 

 Customize your party with your choice of theme (listed on the next page) 

 A friendly party host 

 Access to our private birthday room for 1.5 hours 

 Themed activity for birthday guests 

 Basic table cloths and decorations 

 Printable invitations 

 Built in entertainment - general admission 

 15 minutes before and after your start time to set-up and clean up 

 

Exclusive Birthday Party 

$500 - Non-Members & Members, 10am-12pm Sundays only 

 Up to 20 Guests (Adults & Youth) 

 Customize your party with your choice of theme (listed on the next page) 

 A friendly party host 

 Access to our private birthday room for 1.5 hours 

 Themed activity for birthday guests 

 Basic table cloths and decorations 

 Printable invitations 

 Built in entertainment - general admission 

 15 minutes before and after your start time to set-up and clean up 

 

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream Bar 

$50  

 Enjoy our liquid nitrogen ice cream complete with a variety of toppings 



Party Themes 
MISSION DISCOVERY  

Prepare for your biggest undercover mission yet: Mission Discovery. Learn codes to 

crack secret messages or hide your identity with this one of a kind secret agent birthday 

party! 

Recommended for Young Agents: Mission Control will teach party goers how to send 

messages back and forth using their own simple code. Agents will leave equipped with 

personal decoders to practice for their mission! 

Recommended for Junior Agents: Mission Control arms party goers with information to 

create their initials in American Standard Code. Agents will leave with their very own key-

chain to secretly display their identity to fellow coders.   

 

 

 

SLIME SCIENTIST 

An explosion in the lab has made our head scientist go mad- for slime! Have a blast in 

the wonderful world of goop and slime with this hands on birthday experience.  

Recommended for Young Mad Scientists: The Head Scientist will demonstrate how quick, 

easy, and colorful slime can be with a slime activity. Scientists will create their own to take 

home and experiment with! 

Recommended for Junior Mad Scientists: The Head Scientist needs help generating more 

slime! Each scientist will receive their own slime kit, complete with glitter and decorating 

essentials, to make their personal clear slime concoctions. 

 

 

 

 

CSI: DISCOVERY CENTER 

There’s been a theft at the Discovery Center, and we need your help to solve it! Bring 

your best detectives and explore the science behind catching a thief in this private-eye 

party!  

Recommended for Young Detectives: The Force Chief will guide detectives through the 

fingerprinting process and even teach them to identify their own. Detectives will decipher 

fingerprints from evidence and leave with a fingerprinting badge of their own. 

Recommended for Junior Detectives: The Force Chief will brief detectives on the basics of 

DNA rules and traits, and they will use the information to help identify the 

criminal.  Members of the force will work to build the thief’s DNA and once the case is 

solved detectives will leave with a personal detective badge to display their hard work 


